This paper deals with the blvarlate generahzed Po~sson distribution. The distribution ~s fitted to the aggregate amount of claims for a compound class of policies submitted to clarets of two kinds whose yearly frequencies are a priori dependent. A comparative study with the bwarlate Poisson distribution and wtth two bivarlate mixed Po~sson distributions has been camed out, based on dala concerning natural events insurance in the USA and third party hability automobde insurance in France 
INTRODUCTION
Whereas numerous b~vanate discrete distributions are used in the statistic field (KOCHERLAKOTA and KOCHERLAKOTA, 1992) , only a few of them, apart from the bwarlate Polsson distribution, have been applied in the insurance field. It ~s worth noting the studys by PICARD (1976) , LEMAIRE ([985) and PARTRAT (1993) In this paper, we discuss the b~vanate generahTed Po~sson distnbutton (BGPD) m detad. The distnbuuon is derived from the generahzed Po~sson distribution (CONSUL, 1989; AMBAGASPITIYA and BALAKRISHNAN, 1994) u~mg the tnvarmte reduction method. In section 2 we present some properties of the BGPD The method of moments is used m section 3 for estimation of the parameters We dlustrate the usage of this method through two exarnples m section 4 2. BIVARIATE GENERALIZED PO [SSON DISTRIBUTION (BGPD) 
Development of the distribution
We use the tnvanate reduction method to construct the d~stribution (KOCHERLAKOTA and KOCHERLAKOTA, 1992) . Let N~, N2 and N~ be independent generahzed Po,sson ASTIN BUI.LI~"rIN Vol 27 No I 1997, pp 23-31 RALUCA VERNIC random variables (GPD), N, -GPD (~,, 0,), i = I, 2, 3. Let X = N, Y = N 2 + N 3 We get the3omt probabdtty functmn (p.f) of (X, Y) as
where f,(n) is the p.f. of the random variable N, + N 3 and (2.1)
Since N -GPD(~, 0), if its p f is given by (CONSUL and SHOUKRI, 1985) ( 
E (r_k)[(s_k)ik,
exp{k(0. +02 -03) } , r,s~ N.
Properties of the distribution
Remark All the formulas that follows for the GPD are taken from AMBAGASPITIYA and BALAKRISHNAN (1994) and the general equations for a bldlmenslonal dlstnbunon are from KOCHERLAKOTA and KOCHERLAKOTA (1992) 
Probability generating function (pgf)
The pgf of a random var,able N is defined by HN(t)= E(t N)_ _ and the pgf of the pair of random variables (X, Y),s I-I ("'t2)=E(fi xt~') Let the pgf's of the random variables under conslderanon be H(t), i = 1, 2, 3
Then the joint pgf of (X, Y) is
H(tl,t2)=Ht(tl)H2(t2)H3(tlt2).
(24)
For slmphc~ty, we assume the parameters 0, > 0, t = 1, 2, 3 AMBAGASPITIYA and BALAKRISHNAN (1994) has expressed the pgf of the GPD m terms of Lambert's W function when 0 > 0, as follows CORLESS et al. (1994) From (2 4) and (2 5), the pgf of (X, Y) is
with k = k, + ~ + k3-
Moment generating function (mgf)
If the mgf of N, as M, (t), ~ = 1,2, 3 then the mgf of (X, Y) as
The mgf of the GPD, when 0 > 0, is gwen by Using (2.8) In (2.7) we get
J Moments
The expressmns for the first four central moments of the GPD are as follows This is enough to apply the method of moments.
Recurrence relations
The terms m the first row and column can be computed using the umvarmte generahzed Polsson distribution, as is seen from
Gwen the probabdiues m the first row and column, the probabilities for r >_ 1, s _> 1 can be computed recurswely as
Since ~-3 >-0 andM~ > 0, it follows that for this model px.r_> O. This shows that the condition of zero correlatmn ~s a necessary and sufficmnt condmon for the independence of the random variables X and Y
Marginal distributions
The marginal distributions are. 
IOi )t-I (

ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS: METHOD OF MOMENTS
Let (x, y,), i = 1, 2 .... n be a random sample of size n from the population. We will assume that the frequency of the pair (r, s) ~s n,~ for r = 0, l, 2, . , s = 0, 1, 2, . . We recall that Znr~ = n. Also l" ly, 1
The classical method of moments consists of equating the sample moments to their populanons eqmvalents, expressed m terms of the parameters The number of moments requwed is six, equal to the number of parameters. Using (3 I), (2.1 I) and 
/SIJ
We use the fact that 0 < 1, so M = I= 1,2,3. We were interested m studying the joint distribution of the pair (X, Y), where X and Y are the yearly frequency of humcanes affecting respecuvely zone 1 and zone 3. To do that we used the data m table 1, first row m each cell, giving the realizations of (X, Y) observed during the 93 years from 1899 to 1991 (PARTRAT, 1993) For these data we compute The Z 2 goodness-of-fit test, after grouping in 7 categories (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2 and above), (I, 0), (1, 1), (2, 0), (other cases) to fulfill the Cochran cnterxum, lead us to For the companmve study we have, from PARTRAT (1993) I _-0,0 401
Zobs2 = E(obs-th) 2/th
• Bivariate Poisson Gamma P-G2 (a," r, 13 ) the re.I.e. J? = 1.00772 ~.
75693j
The theorettcal frequencies are provided in table 2, second row m each cell. 
